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PAY M EN T O R DER

FOR

C AVA LRY F ODDER : SB XIV 12116

This Catholic University of America papyrus (Hyvernat inv. 372 = ICOR 75.73) was Þrst edited by Leslie
S. B. MacCoull as “An Account of Fodder for Pack-Ǝorses”, ZPE 25 (1977) 155–158 with Tafel IV. It was
subsequently reprinted as SB XIV 12116. At the end of the ed.pr., one of the ZPE editors, D(ieter) H(agedorn), proposed a different reading for the former lines 16–17 (now 17–18; see below, line 1 note). This
has been accepted as correct and incorporated in the Duke Databank version of the text.1 Nevertheless,
re-examination of the original publication has suggested that other improvements can be made, these being
sufÞcient to justify a revised edition and interpretation, without radical alteration of the text itself.
To begin, as Hagedorn noted, his reading invalidated the prosopographical links made in the ed.pr.’s
commentary notes on lines 16 and 17 (p. 158), cf. on line 9 (pp. 157–158): “Durch diese Lesung würden
natürlich die oben vorgeschlagenen IdentiÞkationen hinfällig.” Doubts about prosopography would bring
the originally proposed Aphrodito provenance also into question. On this, see G. R. RufÞni, A Prosopography of Byzantine Aphrodito (ASP Monographs 50, Durham, NC, 2011) 147 s.v. Christodoros 11: SB XIV
12116, “assigned to Aphrodito provenance on weak grounds”; likewise 272 s.v. Ioannes 201, 322 s.v. Konon
3, and 440 s.v. Pharismanios 1. Still further, the doubts about prosopography and provenance would lead
to doubt about the year date of 587 proposed in the ed.pr. RufÞni, locc.citt., gives each time a queried date
of 556, citing J.-L. Fournet, Le système des intermédiaires dans les reçus Þscaux byzantins …, Archiv 46
(2000) 233–247 at 240; but the reference should be to 241 n. 18, where the document is simply declared to
be “non datable”. Fournet later, in his “Liste des papyrus édités de l’Aphrodité byzantine”, in Fournet, ed.,
Les archives de Dioscore d’Aphrodité cent ans après leur découverte (Strasbourg 2008) 338, does propose
the queried 556 that RufÞni uses; but, as the HGV notes, this is a mistake (“versehentlich”) for 557 (see
below, note on line 13), and in any case, as Fournet observes, would only be valid if the document were
linked by prosopography to Aphrodito. Consequently, in terms of prosopography, provenance, and date, the
setting of the papyrus has become far less certain than originally proposed. Even the document type begs
reconsideration. For this (line 1 note) and other issues, the reader is referred to the commentary below.
The top of the papyrus is lost. The left edge is otherwise preserved complete. The right edge is perfect
from line 14 to the end, slightly damaged from lines 7 to 13, and lost above that. The writing tends to run
close to both those edges. The bottom margin, complete at the lower left, is ca. 1.8 cm. The Þrst hand exhibits a fondness for abbreviations in monogrammatic form, with tau directly above upsilon in ƥȺƷ(˒ư/-Ʋ˅)
(lines 3, 4, 8, 11), eta above mu in uƫ(ư˒ư) (lines 3, 8, 10), and pi above upsilon in ȻƳ(ơƴ) (line 8). For the
switch from Þrst to second hands, see line 12 note.
The papyrus preserves no sheet join. An image, kindly supplied by Dr. Monica J. Blanchard, Curator,
Semitics/ICOR Collections in the Mullen Library at Catholic University, shows that the papyrus has its
back glued to cardboard. The cardboard has been partly removed, leaving behind a Rorschach pattern of
gray and white. In places the papyrus itself can be seen, but no traces of writing.
I am grateful to Chrysi Kotsifou for drawing my attention to this papyrus and securing a fresh image
of the front, and to Dr. Blanchard for permission to reproduce that image in this re-edition. Thanks also
to Dr. Janet Timbie of CUA’s Department of Semitics for her kind and timely assistance. A special debt is
owed to Dieter Hagedorn for his careful and fruitful reading of this article and for important improvements
and corrections. Lingering or freshly introduced defects belong only to me.

1 Accessible through www.papyri.info; but ʢƎƼƠưưƲƸ needs to be added to the DDbDP transcription at the end of line 17

(now 18).
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7.2 cm. (W) × 21.9 cm. (H)

Prov. unknown
Sixth century

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ..[.].[
ƷƲʶƵ ȻƳ[Ʋ]ЛƩƷƥƧ[uơưƲƭƵ]
(ȻƳɘƴ) ƮƥƳƣ(ƷƲƸ) ȣƳƳ(Ƽư) ƥȺƷ(˒ư) ̤ȻƳɘƴ̥ uƫ(ư˒ư) Ƨ [ǲƳɞ Ƙ˅Ʀƭ]
ȇƼƵ ƚƥu(ƩưɢƬ) Ʈƥɜ ƥȺƷ(Ʋ˅) ȏuƩИ[ƫƶƣƼƵ]
ȃƮ(ƠƶƷː) ȣƳƳ(ː) ƺƿƴ(ƷƲƸ) ƺƯƼƴ(Ʋ˅) ШГ[(uƥ) (ȓuƭƶƸ)]
Ʋ(ȿƷƼƵ)ž
ƚƥƴƭƶuƥДƣː ƶƳƥƬƥƴ(ƣː) (ȻƳɘƴ) ƮƥƳƣ(ƷƲƸ)
ȣƳƳ(Ƽư) Ʀ ƥȺƷ(Ʋ˅) ȻƳ(ɘƴ) uƫ(ư˒ư) Ƨ ȃƮ(ƠƶƷː) ȣƳƳ(ː)
ƺƿƴ(ƷƲƸ) Ƕu(uƥƷƥ) uƩ, Ƨƣ(ưƩƷƥƭ) ƺƿƴ(ƷƲƸ) ƺƯ(ƼƴƲ˅) Ƕu(uƥƷƥ) ǋ,
ƏƿưƼưƭ Ȃư ƚƥu(ƩưɢƬ) (ȻƳɘƴ) uƫ(ư˒ư) Ƨ
(ȻƳɘƴ) ƮƥƳƣ(ƷƲƸ) ƥȺƷ(Ʋ˅) ƺƿƴ(ƷƲƸ) ƺƯƼƴ(Ʋ˅) Ƕu(uƥƷƥ) u[Ʃ],
(2nd hand) Ƨƣ(ưƩƷƥƭ) ȯ(uƲ˅) ƺƿƴ(ƷƲƸ) ƺƯƼƴ(Ʋ˅) Ƕu(uƥƷƥ) ƴƯƩ
uƿư(ƥ). ȂƧƴ(Ơƹƫ) Ƙ˅Ʀƭ ƨ Ȟưƨ(ƭƮƷƣƲưƲƵ) Ƶ .Œ
Ț ƺƿƴƷƲƸ ƺƯƼƴ(Ʋ˅) Ƕuu(ƥƷƥ)
ȃƮƥƷɞư ƷƴƭƠƮƲưƷƥ
ƳơưƷƩ, Ƙ˅Ʀƭ ƨ Ȟư(ƨƭƮƷƣƲưƲƵ) ȇƮƷƫƵ.
ƚƯ(ƠƸƭƲƵ) ƛƴƭƶƷƿƨƲƷ(ƲƵ) ƯƥuƳƴƿ(ƷƥƷƲƵ)
Ʈƿu(ƩƵ) ƨ(ƭ’) Ȃu(Ʋ˅) ’ƎƼƠưưƲƸ
ƶƭƷƲГ(ơƷƴƲƸ).
2 ƾƳ- pap. 3, 5, 8 bis ƽƳƳ- pap.
18 ƨ(ƭ’): see line 18n.

7, 10, 11 (ȻƳɘƴ): ї
 pap.

12 Ƨƣ(ưƩƷƥƭ) ȯ(uƲ˅): Ƨ// //O pap.

“[… give/furnish?] to those indicated below for fodder ration of their horses <for> 3 months [from
Tybi] to Pham(enoth) inclusive, daily for each horse [1/2] am(ma) of green fodder, thusly: to Pharismanios, spatharius, for fodder ration of his 2 horses for 3 months, 45 am(mata) of fodder for
each horse, total 90 am(mata) of green fodder; to Konon, in (sic) Pham(enoth), for 3 months, for his
fodder ration, 4[5] am(mata) of green fodder, (2nd hand) grand total of green fodder, 135 am(mata)
only. Written Tybi 4, 6th indiction.
“Ț Of green fodder, one hundred thirty-Þve amm(ata), Tybi 4, sixth indiction.
“Fl(avius) Christodot(os), most brilliant count, through me, Ioannes, grain-measurer.”
1 There are slight but distinct traces of writing at the extreme upper left, not reported in the ed.pr. At least
one line, and perhaps several lines, must therefore be missing, subtracting the address or heading and operative verb form. That the document is not an account seems certain from its layout and its closing (lines
17–19), while, on ostraka, instances of ƷƲʶƵ ȻƳƲƷƩƷƥƧuơưƲƭƵ (line 2) as indirect object of ƨƿƵ (O.Bodl. II
2103.3–4, 2109.3–4, 2113.1–2, O.Strasb. 512.3–4, 513.3–4, 514.3, 515.2–3, cf. O.Bodl. II 2097.3) suggest
this is likely an order for payment, with Flavius Christodotos as the issuing party and Ioannes acting as
his intermediary. Something like ƳƥƴƠƶƺƲƸ would also be possible, cf. CPR X 16.3: Ƴ(ƥƴƠƶ)ƺ(ƲƸ) (ȻƳɘƴ)
ƮƥƳƣƷ(ƲƸ), even likely given the general frequency of this imperative form.
3 ƮƥƳƣ(ƷƲƸ): also lines 7 and 11. The word is here treated (neuter rather than masculine; proparoxytone
rather than oxytone) according to the discussion of J. Gascou, Le table budgétaire d’Antaeopolis …, (in)
Hommes et richesses dans l’Empire byzantin I (Paris 1989) 279–313, at 292–295 = chapter XV in J. Gascou, Fiscalité et société en Égypte byzantine (Paris 2008) 309–349, at 327–331. For capitum as “fodder
ration”, see A. H. M. Jones, The Later Roman Empire (Norman, OK, 1964), passim (Index 1487 s.v. capi-
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tus); further, F. Mitthof, Annona militaris. Die Heeresversorgung im spätantiken Ägypten I (Florence 2001)
232–234, 514–515, 541–542, 560. Whether capitum is a Latinism is uncertain. See the clear and concise
discussion in I. Avotins, On the Greek of the Novels of Justinian (Hildesheim 1992) 115–116.
̤ȻƳơƴ̥: perhaps unnecessary before uƫ(ư˒ư), but see lines 8 (in monographic form with pi suspended
above upsilon) and 10 (in symbolic form).
uƫ(ư˒ư) Ƨ: the three months are Tybi, Mecheir, and Phamenoth inclusive (Ʈƥɜ ƥȺƷ(Ʋ˅), line 4), that is,
from 27 December, 28 December in leap years, until 26 March, the expected winter months for stable feeding on green fodder. See MacCoull 156, note on line 4 [= 5], cf. P.Iand. inv. 653 (T. Reekmans, Sixth Century Account of Hay [Brussels 1962]), p. 25: “From 1st Choiak until 30th Phamenoth (27th November–26th
March) all the animals of the estate were either pastured … or fed on green forage in their stables …” See
also Gascou, Le table budgétaire 295 = Fiscalité 330–331.
[ǲƳɞ Ƙ˅Ʀƭ]: since the order is dated Tybi 4 (lines 13, 16), four days into the three-month period, one
might consider entering delta (4) after the month name; but the calculations (45 units per horse over three
months’ time) indicate that unless the sums are being rounded up, the full three months (lines 3, 8, 10) with
their full 90 days are intended.
4 ȇƼƵ ƚƥu(ƩưɢƬ) Ʈƥɜ ƥȺƷ(Ʋ˅): cf. SB XVI 12488.13, Stud.Pal. XX 85.2, P.Strasb. VII 696.4–5.
4–5 ȏuƩИ[ƫƶƣƼƵ] | ȃƮ(ƠƶƷː) ȣƳƳ(ː) ƺƿƴ(ƷƲƸ) ƺƯƼƴ(Ʋ˅) ШГ[(uƥ) (ȓuƭƶƸ)]: or ȏuƩИ[ƲƸƶƣƼƵ ƮƷƯ. As MacCoull observes (157, note on line 8 [= 9]), half a unit of fodder per horse per day results in the Þgure of 135
(in ciphers in line 12, written out in full in lines 14–16) for the three horses over the three speciÞed months.
Alternatively, the end of line 4 gives the total number of days of those three months (90) and this segment
should be read as: ȏuƩИ[˒ư ǋ] | ȃƮ(ƠƶƷː) ȣƳƳ(ː) ƺƿƴ(ƷƲƸ) ƺƯƼƴ(Ʋ˅) ШГ[(uƥƷƥ) uƩ]: “[90] days, [45] am(mata)
of green fodder for each horse.” For speciÞcation of the exact number of days after reference and in apposition to month dates, followed by daily rates, see, e.g., P.Iand.inv. 653 (Reekmans, Sixth Century Account
of Hay), passim; P.Oxy. XVI 1920.3, 6, 9, 11–12; XVIII 2196.r.11; LV 3804.231; but in those examples the
dates within and across the months are precise and the number of days required exact counting. That the
three months in the present text amounted to ninety days would presumably have been obvious, requiring
no adding up.
5 ШГ[(uƥ) (ȓuƭƶƸ)]: ǲu[(ƠƱƫƵ) ȓuƭƶƸ], ed.pr., but the doubled mu in line 14, unless a mistake by dittography, or correct but uniquely there meant to signify a plural, suggests that the measure concerned here is
the Ƕuuƥ (also lines 9 bis, 11, 12) rather than the wagon-load (MacCoull 157, note on line 8 [= 9]). For the
abbreviation at double mu in a context where it is clear that ǶuuƥƷƥ are meant, see P.Bad. [= VBP] IV
92.4, 8, 12, 16, and 17. For this square measure (= 1/64 aroura), see P.Cair.Masp. II 67151.106 note; J. Shelton, Land Measures in VBP IV 92, ZPE 42 (1981) 95–98; P. Köln VII 324 (“Metrologische Tabelle”) with
Anhang III, pp. 183–185; P.Bingen 140.2–15, esp. 6–7. For calculation of fodder in this way (by a measure
derived from a land measure, in this case the aroura), see P.Oxy. XVI 1920.14 and 16.
7 ƚƥƴƭƶuƥДƣː: only pinpoint tops of the hastas of nu are visible. The name is Persian: MacCoull 156–157,
note on line 6 [= 7]; P.Sorb. II 69 p. 54; spelled with epsilon (ƚƥƴƩƶuƥư-) rather than iota there and in
P.Lond.Copt. 1077: L. S. B. MacCoull, P.Lond.Copt. I 1077: Taxes and Money in Seventh-century Egypt,
Orientalia Christiana Periodica 67 (2001) 385–436; likewise in BGU XVII 2695.30 (A.D. 608). It is not
to be found P. Huyse, Iranische Namen in den griechischen Dokumenten Ägyptens (Vienna 1990) = Bd. V
Fasc. 6a of M. Mayerhofer and R. Schmitt, eds., Iranisches Personennamenbuch (Vienna 1973ff.).
ƶƳƥƬƥƴ(ƣː): according to the Oxford Latin Dictionary 1798, a spatha (sense 1b) is a broad-bladed
sword (cf. BGU XIII 2328.10) and a spatarius (sic) someone armed with such a weapon. Cf. LSJ 1623 s.vv.
ƶƳƥƬƢ, ƶƳƥƬƠƴƭƲƵ. In the papyri, ƶƳƥƬƠƴƭƲƵ is found in both nominal and cognate adjectival forms; all
but two of the references belong to the sixth or early seventh centuries. The word is not included in S. Daris,
Il lessico latino nel greco d’Egitto2 (Barcelona 1991).
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(ȻƳơƴ): both tips of the oblique stroke of the ȻƳơƴ-symbol survive; the lunate portion is missing in a
gap in the papyrus.
8 ƥȺƷ(Ʋ˅): ƥȺƷ(˒ư), ed.pr.
9 At the end of the line there is (apparently) a large oblique stroke above qoppa; of uncertain signiÞcance.
11 ƥȺƷ(Ʋ˅): ƥȺƷ(ƲʶƵ), ed.pr.
12 Ed.pr. notes, quite reasonably, a change to a second hand with the chrism at the start of line 14 (old line
13); nevertheless it looks as if the second hand takes over earlier, at line 12. Except for ƥuS near the end of
line 12, the new hand is generally larger and freer than the Þrst hand.
13 (and 16): relevant sixth-century indictional years 6 are 512/3, 527/8, 542/3, 557/8, 572/3, and 587/8, but
there are hints of the early seventh century in line 7 (see notes ad loc.). Tybi 4 is December 30 in non-leap
years (512, 542, 557, 572), December 31 in leap years (527, 587). At the end of line 13, a (mostly) horizontal
stroke, apparently a detached Þller.
14 Ƕuu(ƥƷƥ): ƥuu (= ǶuƥƱƥƭ), ed.pr.
16 Ȟư(ƨƭƮƷƣƲưƲƵ): there is an oblique stroke above the nu, perhaps the start of a superimposed delta that was
never Þnished. For the date, see line 13 note.
17–18 ƚƯ(ƠƸƭƲƵ) ƛƴƭƶƷƿƨƲƷ(ƲƵ) ƯƥuƳƴƿ(ƷƥƷƲƵ) | Ʈƿu(ƩƵ) ƨ(ƭ’) Ȃu(Ʋ˅) ’ƎƼƠưưƲƸ: ƚƯ(ƠƸƭƲƵ) ƛƴƭƶƷƿƨƲƷ(ƲƵ)
ƯƥuƳƴƿ(ƷƥƷƲƵ) | Ʈƿu(ƩƵ) ƨƭ(ɖ) Ȃu(Ʋ˅) ’ƎƼƠưưƲƸ, Hagedorn; ƚƯ(ƠƸƭƲƵ) ƛƴƭƶƷƿƨ(ƼƴƲƵ) ȻƳ(ɘƴ) ̤ƷƲ˅̥
ƯƥuƳƴƲ(ƷƠƷƲƸ) | Ʈƿu(ƭƷƲƵ) (Ʈƥɜ) Ȃu(ƦƲƯƠƷƲƴƲƵ ?) ȦƼƠưưƲƸ, ed.pr.
18 ƨ(ƭ’) Ȃu(Ʋ˅): ƨƭ(ɖ) Ȃu(Ʋ˅), Hagedorn (preceding note). This is a close call on a minor point, but despite
Hagedorn’s citation of Ȟưƨ(ƭƮƷƣƲưƲƵ) in line 12 (= 13) for palaeographical support, it looks as if the presumed iota is just a long downward extension of delta, designed to receive the abbreviation stroke, more
pronounced in line 18 than in line 13, where Ȟưƨ(ƭƮƷƣƲưƲƵ) is as usual abbreviated at delta in the same way.
The elision of alpha is standard, in fact, overwhelmingly so, in Byzantine sign-offs that take the form “ƨƭ’
ȂuƲ˅ NN ȂƧƴƠƹƫ”. Apparent exceptions to the elision of ƨƭ’ ȂuƲ˅ in this and in other contexts are mostly
due to editorial resolutions.
19 ƶƭƷƲГ(ơƷƴƲƸ): ȂƧƴ(Ơƹƫ), ed.pr., but even with allowance for the looseness of the second hand as it scrawls
this Þnal, abbreviated word with plenty of room to spare, the supposed epsilon-gamma-rho, besides initiating an unexpected redundancy by the second hand (line 12 note), look nothing like their counterparts in
ȂƧƴ(Ơƹƫ), line 13. Instead, ƶƭƷƲ- with a V-shaped tau looks certain; with some hesitation I construe the long,
slightly wavy Þller stroke as signifying mu, a common point of abbreviation for this word. The ƶƭƷƲuơƷƴƫƵ
is widely attested in the papyri; for some recent sixth-century additions, see P.Lond.Herm. 1. For his role,
see, in brief, G. Rouillard, L’administration civile de l’Égypte byzantine2 (Paris 1928) 131–135, esp. 132,
134.
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